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snowdon summit
visitor centre
Ray Hole Architects
Bull nose detail

The bull nose needed to maintain a flexible
weathertight seal between wall and roof, while
supporting the significant dead loads applied
by the granite, snow and ice in conditions
where winds speeds can reach 150mph and
humidity levels can approach 100 per cent.
The bull nose is a large, half-round section
of curved granite inspired by locally quarried
curling stones. It is supported by a standard
stainless-steel bracket system, specially
developed with Halfen to suit the 3D
geometry. The whole assembly is cantilevered
from the primary structure on large galvanised steel fins, which provide sufficient depth
to house the roller-shutter drive systems
designed by HAG. The shutters are necessary
to protect the glazing during winter shutdown, but the blades are perforated so that

they can also act as a solar shade.
The roof consists of an outer skin of
granite planks, supported on a stainless-steel
rail system secured to the seams of the
aluminium standing seam roof using clips.
The roof was developed by Corus using its
Hi-Point system, which allowed bays of the
roof to be prefabricated, complete with insulation liner and frame. Given the unpredictable
weather conditions, a prefabricated system
was considered safer to install than individual
sheets, and it also significantly reduced the
installation time.
The waterproofing between wall and roof
uses a thick Prelasti membrane, carefully
located away from the perimeter to minimise
the number of penetrations through it.
Garry Reynolds, director, Ray Hole Architects

Bull nose section
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1.		Stainless-steel granite
roof support system
by Halfen
2.		Mid-grey granite halfround bull nose with
a flamed finish
3.		Stainless-steel roof rail
support by Halfen
4.		Stainless-steel fixing
plate rebated into
ends of bull nose with
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dowelled pin connections and horizontally
and vertically adjustable
fixing plate by Halfen
5.		25mm marine grade
plywood and treated
timber formwork to
form backing to
Prelasti membrane
6.		Perforated galvanised
mild steel access panel

7.		Prelasti membrane
to form a watertight seal
8.		Safety harness
fixing point
9.		Prelasti membrane
glazed into glazing
frame pressure plate
by Greenberg
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10.		Mid-grey granite planks
500mm x 200mm
11.		Continuous aluminium
rainwater divert
12.		Continuous aluminium
gutter linked to rainwater harvesting tank,
by Corus
13.		Aluminium flashing
boned to Prelasti
membrane
14.		Corus VPL dressed
over WBP ply
15.		Corus Hi-Point modular
roofing system
16.		Galvanised mild steel
roller shutter assembly
by HAG
17.		Primary galvanised steel
structure
18.		100mm-thick Rockwool
RW3 with black 70grm
tissue face to form a
continuous insulation
strip between underside
of roof and glazing
19.		First metre of all perimeter steels wrapped in
50mm Rockwool RW3
with black 70grm
tissue face secured
with standard black
plastic bands
20.		Flame-retardant
Frank Pine Digimesh
fabric suspended using
laced climbing rope
tensioning system
with stainless-steel
fixings back to primary
structure, all by Fabric
Architecture
21.		Anodised aluminium
glazing system with
toughened and
laminated DG units
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